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Abstract

User-generated content has become a re-
current resource for NLP tools and ap-
plications, hence many efforts have been
made lately in order to handle the noise
present in short social media texts. The
use of normalisation techniques has been
proven useful for identifying and replac-
ing lexical variants on some of the most
informal genres such as microblogs. But
annotated data is needed in order to train
and evaluate these systems, which usu-
ally involves a costly process. Until now,
most of these approaches have been fo-
cused on English and they were not taking
into account demographic variables such
as the user location and gender. In this pa-
per we describe the methodology used for
automatically mining a corpus of variant
and normalisation pairs from English and
Spanish tweets.

1 Introduction

User-generated content (UGC), and specially the
microblog genre, has become an interesting re-
source for Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tools and applications. Many are the advantages
of exploiting this real-time stream of multilingual
textual data. Popular applications such as Twit-
ter has an heterogeneous user base of almost 600
million users that generate more than 60 million
new tweets every day. For this reason, Twitter
has become one of the most used sources of tex-
tual data for NLP with several applications such
as sentiment analysis (Tumasjan et al., 2010) or
realtime event detection (Sakaki et al., 2010). Re-
cent advances on machine translation or informa-
tion retrieval systems have been also making an
extensive use of UGC for both training and evalu-
ation purposes. However, tweets can be very noisy

and sometimes hard to understand for both hu-
mans (Mosquera et al., 2012) and NLP applica-
tions (Wang and Ng, 2013), so an additional pre-
processing step is usually required.

There have been different perceptions regard-
ing the lexical quality of social media (Rello and
Baeza-Yates, 2012) (Baldwin et al., 2013) and
even others suggested that 40% of the messages
of Twitter were “pointless babble” (PearAnalyt-
ics, 2009). Most of the out of vocabulary (OOV)
words present in social media texts can be cata-
logued as lexical variants (e.g. “See u 2moro” →
”See you tomorrow”), that are words lexically re-
lated with their canonic form.

The use of text normalisation techniques has
been proven useful in order to clean short and in-
formal texts such as tweets. However, the eval-
uation of these systems requires annotated data,
which usually involves costly human annotations.
There are previous works about automatically con-
structing normalisation dictionaries, but until now,
most of these approaches have been focused on
English and they were not taking into account de-
mographic variants. In this paper we describe the
methodology used for automatically mining lexi-
cal variants from English and Spanish tweets as-
sociated to a set of headwords. These formal and
informal pairs can be later used to train and eval-
uate existing social media text normalisation sys-
tems. Additional metadata from Twitter such as
geographic location and user gender is also col-
lected, opening the possibility to model and anal-
yse gender or location-specific variants.

This paper is organised as follows. We describe
the related work in Section 2. We then describe
our variant mining methodology in Section 3. The
obtained results are presented in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5, draws the conclusions and future work.
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2 Related Work

One way to handle the performance drop of NLP
tools on user-generated content (Foster et al.,
2011) is to re-train existing models on these in-
formal genres (Gimpel et al., 2011), (Liu et al.,
2011b). Another approaches make use of pre-
processing techniques such as text normalisation
in order to minimise the social media textual noise
(Han et al., 2013), (Mosquera and Moreda, 2012)
where OOV words were first identified and then
substituted using lexical and phonetic edit dis-
tances. In order to enhance both precision and
recall both OOV detection and translation dic-
tionaries were used. Moreover, the creative na-
ture of informal writing and the low availability
of manually-annotated corpora can make the im-
provement and evaluation of these systems chal-
lenging.

Motivated by the lack of annotated data and the
large amount of OOV words contained in Twitter,
several approaches for automatically construct-
ing a lexical normalisation dictionary were pro-
posed; In (Gouws et al., 2011) a normalisation
lexicon is generated based on distributional and
string similarity (Lodhi et al., 2002) from Twit-
ter. Using a similar technique, a wider-coverage
dictionary is constructed in (Han et al., 2012)
based on contextually-similar (OOV, IV) pairs.
More recently, (Hassan and Menezes, 2013) intro-
duced another context-based approach using ran-
dom walks on a contextual similarity graph.

Distributional-based methods can have some
drawbacks: they rely heavily on pairwise com-
parisons that make them computationally expen-
sive, and as the normalisation candidates are se-
lected based on context similarity they can be sen-
sitive to domain-specific variants that share similar
contexts. Moreover, these approaches were focus-
ing on extracting English lexical variants from so-
cial media texts, but due the heterogeneity of its
users, lexical distributions can be influenced by
geographical factors (Eisenstein et al., 2010) or
even gender (Thomson and Murachver, 2001).

To the best of our knowledge, there are not
multilingual approaches for mining lexical vari-
ants from short, noisy texts that also take into ac-
count demographic variables. For this reason, we
present an unsupervised method for mining En-
glish and Spanish lexical variants from Twitter that
collects demographic and contextual information.
These obtained pairs can be later used for training

and evaluating text normalisation and inverse text
normalisation systems.

3 Lexical Variant Mining

Lexical variants are typically formed from their
standard forms through regular processes (Thur-
low and Brown, 2003) and these can be mod-
elled by using a set of basic character transfor-
mation rules such as letter insertion, deletion or
substitution (Liu et al., 2011a) e.g. (“tmrrw” →
“2morrow”) and combination of these (“2moro”).
The relation between formal and informal pairs is
not always 1-to-1, two different formal words can
share the same lexical variant (“t” in Spanish can
represent “te” or “tú”) and one formal word can
have many different variants (e.g. “see you” us
commonly shortened as “c ya” or “see u”). As
a difference with previous approaches based on
contextual and distributional similarity, we have
chosen to model the generation of variant candi-
dates from a set of headwords using transforma-
tion rules. These candidates are later validated
based on their presence on a popular microblog
service, used in this case as a high-coverage cor-
pus.

3.1 Candidate Generation
We have defined a set of 6 basic transforma-
tion rules (see Table 1) in order to automati-
cally generate candidate lexical variants from the
300k most frequent words of Web 1T 5-gram (En-
glish) (Brants and Franz, 2006) and SUBTLEX-
SP (Spanish) (Cuetos et al., 2011) corpora.

Rule Example
a) Character duplication “goal”→ “gooal”
b) Number transliteration “cansados”→ “cansa2”
c) Character deletion “tomorrow”→ “tomrrw”
d) Character replacement “friend”→ “freend”
e) Character transposition “maybe”→ “mabye”
f) Phonetic substitution “coche”→ “coxe”
g) Combination of above “coche”→ “coxeee”

Table 1: Transformation rules.

As modelling some variants may need more
than one basic operation, and lexically-related
variants are usually in an edit distance t where
t <= 3 (Han et al., 2013), the aforementioned
rules were implemented using an engine based on
stacked transducers with the possibility to apply a
maximum of three concurrent transformations:

(a) Character duplication: For words with n
characters, while n>19 each character were
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duplicated n times (∀ n>0, n<4), generating
n3 candidate variants.

(b) Number transliteration: Words and num-
bers are transliterated following the language
rules defined in Table 2.

Rule Lang.
“uno”→ “1” SP
“dos”→ “2” SP
“one”→ “1” EN
“two”→ “2” EN
“to”→ “2” EN
“three”→ “3” EN
“for”→ “4” EN
“four”→ “4” EN
“eight”→ “8” EN
“be”→ “b” EN
“a”→ “4” EN
“e”→ “3” EN
“o”→ “0” EN
“s”→ “5” EN
“g”→ “6” EN
“t”→ “7” EN
“l”→ “1” EN

Table 2: Transliteration table for English and
Spanish.

(c) Character deletion: The candidate variants
from all possible one character deletion com-
binations plus the consonant skeleton of the
word will be generated.

(d) Character replacement: Candidate variants
are generated by replacing n characters (∀
n>0, n<7) by their neighbours taking into
account a QWERTY keyboard and an edit
distance of 1.

(e) Character transposition: In order to generate
candidate lexical variants the position of ad-
jacent characters are exchanged.

(f) Phonetic substitution: A maximum of three
character n-grams are substituted for char-
acters that sound similar following different
rules for Spanish (Table 3) and English (Ta-
ble 4).

3.2 Candidate Selection
We have explored several approaches for filtering
common typographical errors and misspellings, as
these are unintentional and can not be technically
considered lexical variants, in order to do this
we have used supervised machine learning tech-
niques. Also, with aim to filter uncommon or

Rule
“b”→[“v“ or “w”]
“c”→[“k”]
“s”→[“z”]
“z”→[“s”]
“c”→[“s”]
“x”→[“s”]
“ñ”→[“ni”]
“ch”→[“x”]
“gu”→[“w”]
“qu”→[“k”]
“ll”→[“y”]
“ge”→[“je”]
“gi”→[“ji”]
“ll”→[“i”]
“hue”→[“we”]

Table 3: Phonetic substitution table for Spanish.

low quality variants, the Rovereto Twitter corpus
(Herdagdelen, 2013) was initially used in order
to rank the English candidates present in the cor-
pus by their frequencies. The 38% of the variants
generated by one transformation were successfully
found, however, performing direct Twitter search
API queries resulted to have better coverage than
using a static corpus (90% for English variants).

3.2.1 Intentionality Filtering
Given an OOV word a and its IV version b we have
extracted character transformation rules from a to
b using the longest common substring (LCS) algo-
rithm (See Table 5). These lists of transformations
were encoded as a numeric array where the num-
ber each transformation counts were stored. We
have used NLTK (Bird, 2006) and the Sequence-
Matcher Python class in order to extract those sets
of transformations taking into account also the po-
sition of the character (beginning, middle or at the
end of the word).

A two-class SVM (Vapnik, 1995) model has
ben trained using a linear kernel with a corpus
composed by 4200 formal-variant pairs extracted
from Twitter 1, SMS2 and a corpus of the 4200
most common misspellings 3. In table 6 we show
the k-fold cross-validation results (k=10) of the
model, obtaining a 87% F1. This model has been
used in order to filter the English candidate vari-
ants classified as not-intentional.

To the best of our knowledge there are not simi-
lar annotated resources for Spanish, so this clas-
sifier was developed only for English variants.
However, would be possible to adapt it to work for

1http : //ww2.cs.mu.oz.au/ hanb/emnlp.tgz
2http : //www.cel.iitkgp.ernet.in/ monojit/sms
3http : //aspell.net/test/common− all/
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Rule
”i”→[“e”]
“o”→[“a”]
“u”→[“o”]
“s”→[“z”]
“f”→[“ph”]
“j”→[“ge” or “g”]
“n”→[“kn” or “gn”]
“r”→[“wr”]
“z”→[“se” or “s”]
“ea”→[“e”]
“ex”→[“x”]
“ae”→[“ay” or “ai” or “a”]
“ee”→[“ea” or “ie” or “e”]
“ie”→[“igh” or “y” or “i”]
“oe”→[“oa” or “ow” or “o”]
“oo”→[“ou” or “u”]
“ar”→[“a”]
“ur”→[“ir” or “er” or “ear” or “or”]
“or”→[“oor” or “ar”]
“au”→[“aw” or “a”]
“er”→[“e”]
“ow”→[“ou”]
“oi”→[“oy”]
“sh”→[“ss” or “ch”]
“ex”→[“x”]
“sh”→[“ss” or “ch”]
“ng”→[“n”]
“air”→[“ear” or “are”]
“ear”→[“eer” or “ere”]

Table 4: Phonetic substitution table for English.

another languages if the adequate corpora is pro-
vided. Because of the lack of this intentionality
detection step, the number of generated candidate
variants for Spanish was filtered by taking into ac-
count the number of transformations, removing all
the variants generated by more than two opera-
tions.

3.2.2 Twitter Search

The variants filtered during the previous step were
searched on the real time Twitter stream for a pe-
riod of two months by processing more than 7.5
million tweets. Their absolute frequencies n were
used as a weighting factor in order to discard not
used words (n > 0). Additionally, variants present
in another languages rather than English or Span-
ish were ignored by using the language identifica-
tion tags present in Twitter metadata.

There were important differences between the
final number of selected candidates for Spanish,
with 6 times less variant pairs and English (see Ta-
ble 7). Spanish language uses diacritics that are
commonly ignored on informal writing, for this
reason there is a higher number of possible com-
binations for candidate words that would not gen-
erate valid or used lexical variants.

Formal/Informal pair Transf. Pos.
house→ h0use o→ 0 middle
campaign→ campaing n→ ∅ end

∅ → n middle
happy→ :) happy→ :) middle
embarrass→ embarass r→ ∅ middle
acquaintance→ ∅→ q middle
aqcuaintance q→ ∅ middle
virtually→ virtualy l→ ∅ middle
cats→ catz s→ z end

Table 5: Example of formal/informal pairs and the
extract transformations.

Method Precision Recall F1
SVM 0.831 0.824 0.827
SVM+Pos. 0.878 0.874 0.876

Formal/Informal pair Verdict
you→ yu intentional
accommodate→ acommodate unintentional
business→ bussiness unintentional
doing→ doin intentional
acquaintance→ aqcuaintance unintentional
basically→ basicly unintentional
rules→ rulez intentional

Table 6: Cross-validation results of intentionality
classification with examples.

4 Results

Besides the original message and the context of
the searched variant, additional metadata has been
collected from each tweet such as the gender and
the location of the user. In Twitter the gender is not
explicitly available, for this reason we applied an
heuristic approach based on the first name as it is
reported in the user profile. In order to do this, two
list of male and female names were used: the 1990
US census data 4 and popular baby names from
the US Social Security Administration’s statistics
between 1960 and 2010 5.

We have analysed the gender and language dis-
tribution of the 6 transformation rules across the
mined pairs (see Figure 1). On the one hand, lex-
ical variants generated by duplicating characters
were the most popular specially between female

4census.gov/genealogy/www/data/1990surnames
5ssa.gov/cgi− bin/popularnames.cgi
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Candidates Selected Lang.
2456627 48550 EN
1374078 8647 SP

Table 7: Number of generated and selected vari-
ants after Twitter search.

Figure 1: Transformation trends by gender.

users with a 5% more than their male counter-
parts. On the other hand, variants generated by
character replacement and deletion were found a
2% more on tweets from male users. The differ-
ences between English and Spanish were notable,
mostly regarding the use of transliterations, that
were not found on Spanish tweets, and phonetic
substitutions, ten times less frequent than in En-
glish tweets.

For the distribution of transformations across
geographic areas, we have just taken into account
the countries where the analysed languages have
an official status. Lexical variants found in Tweets
from another areas are grouped into the “Non-
official” label (see Figure 2). The biggest dif-
ferences were found on the use of translitera-
tions (higher in UK and Ireland with more than
a 5%) and phonetic substitutions (higher in Pak-
istani users with more than a 22%). Transforma-
tion frequencies from non-official English speak-
ing countries were very similar as the ones regis-
tered for users based on United States and Canada.

Spanish results were less uniform and showed
more variance respect the use of character dupli-
cation (57% in Argentina), character replacement
(more than 24% in Mexico and Guatemala) and
character transposition (with more than a 19% for
users from Cuba, Colombia and Mexico) (see Fig-
ure 3).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have described a multilingual
and unsupervised method for mining English and
Spanish lexical variants from Twitter with aim to
close the gap regarding the lack of annotated cor-
pora. These obtained pairs can be later used for
the training and evaluation of text normalisation
systems without the need of costly human anno-
tations. Furthermore, the gathered demographic
and contextual information can be used in order to
model and generate variants similar to those that
can be found on specific geographic areas. This
has interesting applications in the field of inverse
text normalisation, that are left to a future work.
We also intend to explore the benefits of feature
engineering for the detection and categorisation
of lexical variants using machine learning tech-
niques.
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